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REMS MiniScope Endoscope camera

Mobile, handy endoscope camera for lowcost inspection 
and damage analysis of places with difficult access such 
as cavities, shafts, pipes, etc. For cordless operation.
Camera head  Ø 8 mm

REMS MiniScope – Brilliant pictures of cavities,  
shafts and pipes. 

Design
Ultra light and handy. Controller unit with camera cable set only 0.4 kg. Can be 
used everywhere, free hand, over head, also in very confined spaces Sturdy, im
pactproof plastic housing with ergonomically shaped handle. The buttons are  
located directly underneath the display so that it is possible to hold the device  
by the handle and operate the buttons with one hand. On/Off button, button for 
rotating, mirroring of the image by 180° respectively, button for regulating the 
brightness of the LEDs in the camera head in 8 stages, button for regulating the 
brightness of the colour display in 8 stages. Power LED for indicating the operating 
state. Battery compartment for 4 commercially available 1.5 V, AA, LR6 batteries. 
Plugscrew connections for changing the camera cable set without tools. Sturdy 
case for controller unit, camera cable set 81 and accessories.

Controller unit with TFT-LCD colour display
Controller unit with 2.3" colour display with state of the art TFT-LCD technology 
for brilliant pictures, 320 × 240 pixels. 

Battery operation
Controller unit with four 1.5 V, AA, LR6 batteries for approx. 6 hours of continuous 
operation. 

Exchangeable camera cable set Color
Camera cable set Color 8-1, consisting of colour camera Ø 8 mm (640 × 480 pix
els), with CMOS sensor, with dimmable white light LEDs for optimum setting of the 
brightness and fixed focus function, for automatic picture focus, protected against 
occasional immersion in water (IP 67), 1 m flexible push cable and addon mirror, 
addon hook, addon magnet. 

Supply format
REMS MiniScope Set. Mobile, handy endoscope camera for low cost inspection 
and damage analysis of places with difficult access such as cavities, shafts, pipes 
etc. Controller unit with 2.3" TFT-LCD colour display. 4 batteries 1.5 V, AA, LR6. 
Camera cable set Color 81 with 1 m flexible push cable and addon mirror,  
addon hook, addon magnet. In sturdy case.
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